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SPIEL 

Inspired by his visits to Berlin in the years following the fall of the Wall, author David Sornig 

offers a metaphysical thriller of the highest order with his new release by UWA Publishing – 

Spiel. 

 

Set in Berlin at the turn of the twenty-first century, Spiel recounts the story of a young 

Melbourne architect trying to escape his past. 

 

He is saved from a bomb blast in a theatre by an enigmatic blind woman named Rosa 

Stumm, but she is not what she seems to be, she is no one at all; a ghost animated into 

being through the memories of a disillusioned Stasi spymaster who lost his daughter to the 

indifference of an emotionless Party bureaucracy.  

 

Spiel’s story plays with overlaps in time and space, and is told in parallel threads of present-

day Berlin as well as 1970s and 80s Melbourne.  

 

The story marries themes of invented identities, ruinous architecture, apocalyptic thinking, 

and the frustrated human desire to find order through art, love and civilization.  

 

Written with page-turning energy, Spiel drifts from realism to the metaphysical and explores 

the power of imaginative invention as the protagonist crosses the line between his own past 

and reality. 

 

Readers who loved Anna Funder’s Stasiland, Christos Tsiolkas’ Dead Europe and Steven 

Conte’s The Zookeeper’s War will be gripped by Spiel.  

 
Spiel is published under UWA Publishing’s new imprint UWAP and is now available in all good 

bookstores. As a division of The University of Western Australia, UWAP aims to expand the boundaries 

of academic publishing, striving for social, cultural and intellectual renewal.    
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

David Sornig, the son of German and Austrian parents, is a Melbourne writer whose works 

include short fiction, memoir and literary criticism. In 2008 he was awarded the prestigious 

Charles Pick Fellowship at the University of East Anglia, in the United Kingdom. He currently 

lectures in creative writing and literary studies at Victoria University, is married and has two 

children. His various interests: architecture, sustainable cities, music and Berlin – which he 

visited frequently in the 1990’s – feature prominently in Spiel, his first novel. 
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